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Anti-Spoofing Enforcement: 2019 Year in Review
2019 marked another unprecedented year in civil and criminal anti-spoofing enforcement.
The Commodity Futures Trading Commission (“CFTC” or “Commission”) brought a near-record number
of anti-spoofing enforcement actions, secured a record spoofing-related fine, carried forward its efforts to
leverage the cooperation of institutions and individuals alike and showcased the impact of its data analytics
capabilities. After failing to secure a conviction in another spoofing-related trial, the Department of Justice
(“DOJ”) implemented a novel and aggressive approach to prosecuting alleged spoofers, indicting four
traders under the Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organization Act (“RICO”)—a statute originally
enacted to help federal prosecutors defeat organized crime. The DOJ also reached a non-prosecution
agreement with one institution and a deferred prosecution agreement with another, marking the first two
criminal resolutions that the DOJ reached with institutions (as opposed to individuals) for spoofing-related
conduct.
This memorandum provides an overview of anti-spoofing enforcement in 2019 and the trends we expect to
continue in 2020.
What Is Spoofing: A Refresher
As described in more detail in our 2018 Year in Review, 1 spoofing is a trading practice defined in the
Commodity Exchange Act (“CEA”) as “bidding or offering with the intent to cancel the bid or offer before
execution.”2 The CFTC, which has civil enforcement authority over the CEA’s anti-spoofing provision, has
described spoofing as a “particularly pernicious” disruptive practice that sends false signals to the market
by altering the appearance of supply and demand, which can cause other market participants to modify
their trading strategy and execute trades based on those false signals.3 The CEA makes the knowing
violation of the anti-spoofing provision a felony.4
Civil Anti-Spoofing Enforcement in 2019
In 2018, the CFTC brought an unprecedented number of anti-spoofing enforcement actions.5 The high
number of CFTC anti-spoofing enforcement matters in 2019 suggests that 2018 was not an outlier but the
beginning of a trend. In the 2019 CFTC fiscal year (October 2018 – September 2019), the CFTC “filed more
cases involving manipulative conduct and spoofing than any prior year,” save for 2018.6 As the CFTC
Division of Enforcement stated in its 2019 Annual Report: “If this point strikes a familiar chord, it
should[.]”7
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The CFTC’s 2019 anti-spoofing enforcement also reflects a continued: (i) commitment to coordination with
criminal authorities, (ii) focus on individual accountability and (iii) emphasis on the value of cooperation
from investigatory targets. The number of anti-spoofing actions brought in 2019—and the record spoofing
fines attained—by the CFTC and its two-year-old Spoofing Task Force suggest that spoofing will remain
among the CFTC’s top enforcement priorities in 2020.8
Continued Coordination with Criminal Authorities and On-Going Focus on Individual Accountability
In 2019, the CFTC carried forward its efforts to coordinate with criminal authorities and to hold individuals
accountable for spoofing-related conduct. The CFTC filed “more cases in parallel with criminal authorities”
in fiscal year 2019 than in “any prior year,” eclipsing the “previous high” that was “reached during FY
2018.”9 The Division of Enforcement has described the significant increase in the number of actions filed
“in parallel with [the CFTC’s] criminal counterparts” in 2018 and 2019 as part of a “trend” that the Division
“expect[s] to continue.”10
The sustained uptick in parallel enforcement actions dovetails with two CFTC objectives: “to deter
wrongdoers from committing misconduct in the first place” and “to hold individuals accountable for
wrongdoing.”11 The Division of Enforcement specifically emphasized the Commission’s focus on “individual
accountability,” noting that “the Commission charged eleven individuals with spoofing-related misconduct”
in FY 2019 alone.12
Continued Emphasis on Cooperation, Remediation and Self-Reporting
CFTC spoofing resolutions with institutions continue to emphasize the value that the Commission places
on self-reporting and cooperation.13 James McDonald, Director of the Division of Enforcement, has
described self-reporting and cooperation as “related, but distinct” concepts.14 In 2017, first in January and
then in a September update, the CFTC issued Enforcement Advisories clarifying when companies and
individuals would receive benefits for cooperation with its investigations and enforcement actions.15 These
advisories clarified that the CFTC would award mitigation credit in the form of a reduced penalty when a
company cooperates with its investigation, but “will reserve its recommendations for the most substantial
reductions in civil monetary penalty for those instances where a company or individual has self-reported
the misconduct and fully cooperated with the Division’s investigation and remediated.”16 Director
McDonald put it bluntly: while the Division will “give substantial credit for cooperation,” “all else equal, it
will be significantly less than for those companies that self-report the misconduct at the outset.”17
Several of the CFTC’s 2019 anti-spoofing enforcement resolutions with institutions reflect civil monetary
penalty reductions due to cooperation.18 Only one resolution reflects a “significantly reduced civil monetary
penalty” due to “self-report[ing], cooperation, and remediation.”19
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Increasing Reliance on Cooperation from Individuals
A significant development in the CFTC’s investigatory approach has been its increased reliance on
cooperation from individuals.20 This is a trend Director McDonald foreshadowed last year, when he said
that he expected there would be “more bifurcated orders” in spoofing-type cases—i.e., more resolutions
with individuals in which determinations of liability were bifurcated from the assessment of penalties. 21 In
2019, the CFTC entered into 4 public cooperation agreements with individuals for spoofing in which the
Commission reserved its determination as to sanctions based on an “undertaking to continue to cooperate”
with the Division.22 Director McDonald said that the Enforcement Division has “worked to develop our
cooperation program for individuals who have committed misconduct, but wish to cooperate with us in our
investigations” and that this program has opened “valuable new avenues of information that has led to
additional prosecutions.”23
Record-breaking Monetary Settlement
The impact of the CFTC’s investigatory strategies is evidenced not just by the number of anti-spoofing
enforcement actions that the Commission has brought, but also by the magnitude of penalties that the
Commission has assessed. The $67.4 million resolution that the CFTC announced on November 7, 2019
with proprietary trading firm Tower Research Capital LLC (“Tower”) was the largest total monetary relief
ever ordered in a spoofing case.24 The CFTC’s case against Tower was brought in parallel with the DOJ and
the DOJ simultaneously announced that it had entered into a deferred prosecution agreement (“DPA”) with
Tower.25
According to the CFTC, between at least March 2012 and December 2013, three of Tower’s former traders
placed thousands of spoof orders in the E-mini S&P 500, E-mini NASDAQ 100 and E-mini Dow ($5) futures
contracts markets.26 The traders placed orders that they wanted filled (“genuine orders”) on one side of the
market opposite one or more orders they intended to cancel prior to execution (“spoof orders”). To
exacerbate the appearance of market imbalance, the traders typically placed their genuine orders as iceberg
orders27 and placed their spoof orders as large, fully visible, passive orders. 28 The consent order states that
traders also used an “order splitter” to enter several smaller, randomly sized orders in an effort to obscure
their scheme.29 According to the CFTC, traders’ conduct caused almost $33 million in market losses.30
The three traders involved in the misconduct were Kamaldeep Gandhi, Krishna Mohan and Yuchun (Bruce)
Mao. 31 Gandhi and Mohan each entered into a consent order with the CFTC in which they agreed to
cooperate with the Commission.32 Gandhi and Mohan also each pled guilty to conspiracy to engage in wire
fraud, commodities fraud and spoofing.33 A warrant has been issued for Mao’s arrest.34
The CFTC’s resolution with Tower was notable for a reason beyond the size of the monetary sanction. Two
CFTC commissioners voiced disagreement with the Commission’s decision to grant Tower a waiver from
the “bad actor” disqualification under Securities and Exchange Commission Rule 506(d)(1) of
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Regulation D.35 Commissioner Rostin Behnam concurred with the resolution but wrote separately to
express “extreme reservations” about the Commission’s decision to advise against disqualification under
SEC Rule 506.36 Commissioner Dan Berkovitz took an even stronger position, dissenting from the
resolution on the basis of the waiver.37 While Commissioners Behnam’s and Berkovitz’s statements were
driven in part by broader concerns they hold about the CFTC’s role in granting Regulation D waivers,
Commissioner Behnam made clear his view that Tower’s “unprecedented levels of spoofing” left him
“[un]comfortable advising the SEC that the automatic disqualification should not apply.”38
Other Notable Civil Actions
Several other 2019 anti-spoofing resolutions reflect the strategies and trends summarized above, and
provide additional insight into both the spoofing strategies that traders have employed and the tools that
the CFTC is using to detect them.
Merrill Lynch Commodities, Inc. On June 25, 2019, the CFTC settled charges against Merrill Lynch
Commodities, Inc. (“MLCI”) for spoofing, manipulation and attempted manipulation.39 The CFTC order
imposed approximately $25 million in monetary sanctions, including a $11.5 million civil monetary penalty,
approximately $2.3 million in restitution and $11.1 million in disgorgement, which could be offset against
payments made under the terms of a non-prosecution agreement (“NPA”) MLCI entered into in a parallel
criminal proceeding.40 According to Director McDonald, the case against MLCI resulted from a multiyear
effort by the CFTC to enhance its ability to detect misconduct using data analytics. 41 He said that the CFTC
“invested significant resources in [its] data analytics capabilities” and as a result, the CFTC has now
“developed an ability to identify, in the trading data, forms of misconduct in ways that complement our
understanding of the activity through our other enforcement tools” and that in “certain instances, it has
allowed [the CFTC] to identify wrongful conduct that may have otherwise gone undetected.”42
Hard Eight Futures, LLC and Chernomzav. On September 30, 2019, the CFTC settled spoofing and
manipulative and deceptive trading scheme charges against Hard Eight Futures, LLC (“Hard Eight”) and
its founder and trader Igor Chernomzav. The CFTC alleged that between March 2014 to March 2015,
Chernomzav engaged in spoofing in E-mini S&P 500 futures contracts on the Chicago Mercantile Exchange
(“CME”) and utilized at least three different spoofing strategies. One of these alleged strategies involved
trading in a manner designed to create what is sometimes called a market “vacuum”: Chernomzav cancelled
multiple spoof orders “to create the false impression of a sudden and significant decline in buying or selling
interest, thus indicating an imminent price decrease or increase.”43 The orders state that Chernomzav
cancelled these spoofs with the intent that other traders would react to the “vacuum” by filling genuine
orders he had placed on the same side of the market as the “vacuum” he created. According to the CFTC,
this trading pattern “often resulted in Chernomzav successfully moving the market an entire price level.”44
While the “vacuum” strategy is somewhat different from the conduct reflected in many other spoofingrelated resolutions, Director McDonald said that the conduct had the same “[m]arket integrity”
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implications that motivated other anti-spoofing actions, emphasizing the CFTC’s focus on “making sure
bids and offers represent real buying and selling interest, not fake order flow intended to manipulate other
market participants.”45 The CFTC orders required Hard Eight and Chernomzav to pay $1.75 million and
$750,000, respectively, in civil monetary penalties. 46 Chernomzav was also barred from trading for nine
months.47
Flotron. On February 5, 2019, Judge Vanessa Bryant of the U.S. District Court for the District of
Connecticut issued a Final Judgment and Consent Order against Andre Flotron, a former UBS AG precious
metals trader.48 The CFTC’s case against Flotron was filed in 2018. Its resolution is notable because it
followed his acquittal in April 2018 of criminal charges. 49 Director McDonald said that the case “shows”
that the CFTC “will continue to work vigorously to hold individuals accountable, and not just the companies
that employ them, for misconduct in our markets.”50
Criminal Anti-Spoofing Enforcement in 2019
In 2019, the criminal authorities continued to vigorously prosecute spoofing-related conduct, even in the
face of continued challenges. As we reported last year, in April 2018, a jury acquitted trader Andre Flotron
of conspiracy in what was the government’s second-ever criminal spoofing trial.51 The government’s next
criminal spoofing trial, held in 2019, ended in a hung jury. These results notwithstanding, the DOJ
continued in 2019 to pursue spoofing-related charges against individuals, including in a case that the
Assistant Attorney General for the Criminal Division called “the government’s most significant step to date
in our ongoing efforts to identify and prosecute fraud and manipulation in our Nation’s commodities
markets.”52 The number of spoofing-related cases that the DOJ has pursued—and the new legal and tactical
approaches that they have introduced—suggest a continued commitment to the prosecution of spoofingrelated conduct.
United States v. Jitesh Thakkar
In February 2018, the government filed a three-count criminal indictment against Jitesh Thakkar, the
founder and principal of Edge Financial Technologies.53 The indictment charged Thakkar with one count of
conspiracy to commit spoofing and two counts of spoofing. The government alleged that Thakkar conspired
with and aided and abetted trader Navinder Sarao, whose trading allegedly played a role in the 2010 “Flash
Crash” in which the Dow Jones Industrial Average dropped 600 points in five minutes, in developing the
customized software program that Sarao used to spoof the market. 54 The government’s case against
Thakkar is believed to be the first against a non-trader software developer.55
Trial began on April 1, 2019 in the Northern District of Illinois. Sarao, who had, years prior, pleaded guilty
to one count of wire fraud and one count of spoofing, testified as the government’s witness.56 But after the
government presented its case, Thakkar’s counsel filed a motion for judgment of acquittal on the bases that:
(1) the government failed to establish conspiracy because Sarao, Thakkar’s only alleged co-conspirator,
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admitted that there was no conspiracy; and (2) the government failed to present evidence to support a
conviction under the two substantive counts of spoofing.57 Judge Robert Gettleman agreed with Thakkar’s
first argument and dismissed the conspiracy count. 58 Judge Gettleman allowed the two spoofing counts to
go to the jury on an aiding and abetting theory, but described the evidence as “thin.”59 After a day of
deliberations, the jury announced that it could not reach a unanimous verdict, and a mistrial was declared. 60
The government declined to retry the case and, on April 23, 2019, filed and executed a motion to dismiss
the indictment in its entirety.61
Spoofing, RICO and United States v. Smith
Several months after the Thakkar trial, the DOJ and the CFTC held a joint press conference to unveil
perhaps the highest-profile spoofing-related action ever brought. The regulators announced on September
16, 2019 the unsealing of an indictment alleging that three individuals at one of the country’s largest
financial institutions engaged in “widespread spoofing, fraud, and market manipulation” in gold, silver,
platinum and palladium futures prices.62 The announcement attracted significant attention for the DOJ’s
novel and aggressive decision to prosecute the traders under the Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt
Organization Act (“RICO”), 18 U.S.C. § § 1961–1968, a statute that was enacted in 1970 to help prosecutors
fight organized crime.63 The CFTC simultaneously announced civil charges against two of the three
individuals.64
As alleged in the indictment, between approximately May 2008 and August 2016, members of “Bank A’s”
precious metals desk placed spoof orders in the precious metals futures markets, including “in an attempt
to artificially affect prices and to profit by deceiving other market participants.”65 The indictment alleges
that the defendants and their co-conspirators placed spoof orders in “thousands of sequences” and Assistant
Attorney General Brian A. Benczkowski described the conduct as a “massive, multiyear scheme.”66
According to FBI Assistant Director in Charge William F. Sweeney Jr. of the FBI’s New York Field Office,
the alleged trading not only affected the precious metals markets, “but also correlated markets and the
clients of the bank [the traders] represented.”67 The three individuals named were Gregg Smith, an
executive director and trader, Michael Nowak, a managing director who ran Bank A’s global precious metals
desk, and Christopher Jordan, a former executive director and trader.68 On November 22, 2019, the
government filed a superseding indictment adding charges against a fourth individual: Jeffrey Ruffo, an
executive director and salesperson.69
To bring charges under RICO, the government was required to allege that the defendants had a relationship
to an “enterprise” and engaged in a “pattern of racketeering activity.”70 Notably, the “enterprise” alleged in
the indictment was Bank A’s “precious metals desk.”71 According to the government, the defendants
“conducted the affairs of [that] desk” through a “pattern” of wire fraud and bank fraud.72
The DOJ’s use of the RICO statute in this case is notable for several reasons. First, the regulator’s use of the
statute—which carries with it a long potential prison term73—appears to underscore how seriously the DOJ
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views spoofing-related conduct. Indeed, in the wake of the indictment, “several former prosecutors said
they couldn’t recall another use of [RICO] to prosecute traders at a big bank.”74 Second, and relatedly, the
new approach suggests an effort by the DOJ to push forward on spoofing-related enforcement in the wake
of the Flotron and Thakkar cases That is, rather than shying away from bringing spoofing actions, the DOJ
has advanced an aggressive legal approach that it did not use in the prior trials. Third, the indictment and
other announcements suggest that the DOJ relied extensively on the cooperation of other Bank A traders.
Two former Bank A precious metals traders, John Edmonds and Christian Trunz, have been named as being
among the defendants’ co-conspirators and both have pleaded guilty: Edmonds to one count of
commodities fraud and one count of conspiracy to commit wire fraud, commodities fraud, commodities
price manipulation and spoofing,75 and Trunz to one count of conspiracy to engage in spoofing and one
count of spoofing.76 As part of their pleas, both traders admitted that they learned the trading strategy from
more senior traders and deployed it with the “knowledge and consent” of their supervisors.77
Other Notable Criminal Spoofing Cases against Individuals
Throughout 2019, the DOJ actively pursued criminal cases against the remaining individuals against whom
charges were announced the year prior. These cases continue to help shape the legal landscape surrounding
spoofing enforcement, including with respect to the criminal statutes that might be used to prosecute
spoofing-related conduct.
Vorley and Chanu. On July 24, 2018, traders James Vorley and Cedric Chanu were indicted on charges
of wire fraud affecting a financial institution and conspiracy to commit wire fraud affecting a financial
institution.78 The case against Vorley and Chanu is believed to be the first spoofing prosecution based solely
on the wire fraud statute, without parallel charges for violations of the commodities fraud statue or CEA
anti-spoofing provision The government alleged that between December 2009 and November 2011, Vorley,
Chanu and their co-conspirators defrauded other traders by placing spoof orders to create the appearance
of false supply and demand and induce other traders to trade at times and in quantities that they otherwise
would not have traded.79 Vorley and Chanu submitted a joint motion to dismiss the indictment for failure
to state an offense because “[w]ire fraud requires a false statement and in placing the Spoofing Orders they
made no false statements.”80 In the alternative, they also argued that the wire fraud statute would be
unconstitutionally vague if construed to extend to their trading activity.81 Several industry groups, including
the Securities Industry and Financial Markets Association and the Futures Industry Association, filed amici
curiae briefs in support of defendants’ argument.82
Judge John Tharp of the United States District Court for the Northern District of Illinois denied the motion.
According to Judge Tharp:
The defendants’ arguments come up short in two respects, one legal and one factual. As a question
of law, the defendants’ argument that a wire fraud conviction requires proof of a false statement is
inconsistent with both the history of the wire fraud statute and Circuit precedent. That the
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indictment alleges no affirmative misrepresentations by the defendants does not mean that the
defendants could not have engaged in a scheme to defraud by means of implied misrepresentations.
And whether the defendants’ Spoofing Orders carried with them any implied misrepresentations is
the central fact question presented by the indictment. The defendants insist that real, at-risk,
market orders communicate nothing beyond the offer to trade at the terms stated and that the
Spoofing Orders did not deceive other traders about anything material to their trading decisions.
That factual assault on the allegations of the indictment, however, must be made at trial.83
This decision may have particular significance for the DOJ. The statute of limitations for wire fraud affecting
a financial institution is 10 years, significantly longer than the statues of limitations for spoofing and
commodities fraud, which are five years and six years respectively.84 Indeed, the longer statute of limitations
likely partially explains why Vorley and Chanu were charged on a wire fraud theory but not with
commodities fraud or spoofing.85
Bases and Pacilio. On July 17, 2018, former MLCI traders Edward Bases and John Pacilio were charged
with one count of conspiracy to commit wire fraud affecting a financial institution and commodities fraud
and one count of commodities fraud. 86 Pacilio was also charged with spoofing. 87 Like Vorley and Chanu,
Bases and Pacilio also filed motions to dismiss arguing, among other things, that spoofing cannot form the
basis for a wire fraud charge.88 Judge John Lee denied the motions to dismiss.89
First Criminal Resolutions with Institutional Actors
In 2019, the DOJ announced its first criminal resolutions with institutional actors for crimes related to
spoofing. This is a significant step, and underscores that under certain circumstances, spoofing-related
conduct by traders could expose their employers to potential criminal liability.90
Merrill Lynch Commodities Inc. On June 25, 2019, MLCI entered into NPA with the DOJ.91 According
to the NPA, between at least 2008 and 2014, MLCI precious metals traders “schemed to deceive other
precious metals market participants by injecting materially false and misleading information into the
precious metals futures market” by placing spoof orders.92 The NPA required MLCI to admit that the facts
described in the NPA were true and that those facts violate the law and constitute commodities fraud.93
MLCI agreed to pay $25 million in criminal fines, forfeiture and restitution.94 The terms of the NPA also
required MLCI and its ultimate parent, Bank of America Corporation (“BAC”), to review their compliance
programs and, where necessary, modify those programs to meet specific, enumerated minimum standards
designed to detect and deter violations of the anti-spoofing provision of the CEA as well as the wire, security
and commodities fraud laws.95 MLCI did not receive voluntary disclosure credit because it did not
voluntarily and timely disclose the conduct, but did receive credit for cooperating with the Fraud Section’s
investigation.96 The NPA specifically noted that both MLCI and BAC had already enhanced, and committed
to continuing to enhance, their compliance program and internal controls. 97
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Tower Research Capital LLC. As referenced above, on November 7, 2019, the DOJ announced that it
had entered into a DPA with Tower. Under the terms of the DPA, Tower consented to the filing of a one
count criminal information charging Tower with commodities fraud. 98 The DOJ agreed that if Tower
complies with the terms of the DPA, the DOJ will seek dismissal with prejudice of the criminal
information.99 Tower admitted the facts set out in the DPA, including that Tower traders placed thousands
of spoof orders with the intent to, and which did in fact, inject false and misleading information into the
market.100 Tower was required to pay $67.4 million in criminal monetary penalties, criminal disgorgement
and victim compensation with the criminal monetary penalty credited for payments to the CFTC. 101 Like
MLCI, Tower was also required to review its compliance program and where necessary modify its program
to conform to specific minimum requirements designed to deter and detect violations of the commodities
laws.102 According to the DOJ, “[a] number of significant factors contributed to the Department’s criminal
resolution with Tower, including the company’s cooperation with the United States and Tower’s extensive
remedial efforts[,]” “swiftly mov[ing] in early 2014 to terminate the three traders, [making] significant
investments in sophisticated trade surveillance tools, increas[ing] legal and compliance resources,
revis[ing] the company’s corporate governance structures and chang[ing] its senior management.”103 Tower
did not, however, receive voluntary discourse credit because it did not voluntarily and timely disclose the
conduct to the DOJ.104
Class action complaints have been filed against both MLCI and Tower on the basis of their admissions and
admissions contained in related trader pleas, alleging that their traders’ spoofing caused plaintiffs to earn
less profits or suffer greater losses in the relevant markets during the relevant periods.105
Conclusion
The past year reflects significant anti-spoofing enforcement by both the CFTC and the DOJ. Their actions
in 2019, particularly increased civil and criminal partnership and ongoing focus on cooperation and
remediation, continue to highlight the importance of firms’ internal surveillance systems and controls
designed to detect and deter spoofing.
We will continue to monitor and update you on these developments in 2020.
*

*
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